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AlienCEO is a fully decentralized community
based token that will be launched on the
decentralized pancakeswap platform. The token
will incorporate a manual deflationary
mechanism whereby tokens will be purchased
from the open market, using transaction tax, and
burned via our bespoke ‘buy back and burn’
system. This will be a safe community driven
project, developed out of necessity due to
increasing honeypots and rugpulls within the
crypto-space.
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OUR OUR PLANSPLANS
We plan to launch on the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) which was developed to utilize solidity-
based smart contracts with much greater speed
and efficiency than other competing chains. For
this reason, BSC has become one of the most
widely used blockchains for Decentralized
finance (Defi). We will launch on Pancakeswap
(PCS) which is a decentralized exchange on BSC
which boasts lightning fast swaps, low fees, and
an impeccable
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ROADMAP

PHASE 3
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PHASE 1 PHASE 2

Private Sale
Competitions
Presale
Third part Audit +KYC

Huge marketing push
CoinGecko integration
CoinMarketCap
Integration 
Large BuyBack and burns

The team is committed to the long term success of the project and have developed a roadmap that will help AlienCEO reach its potential

 CEX listings 
P2E game launch



MARKETING
Each AlienCEO transaction will have a small tax
associated with it that will be used to promote
the token and attract new investors. Our
experienced marketing team are already at work
and plan to deliver one of the best BSC projects
of 2023 
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OUR PLANS INCLUDE
Telegram advertisements
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AMA sessions
Poocoin advertisements
Reddit posts

On-going competitions

Twitter Giveaways

Influencer social media posts

Fast tracked CG and CMC integration



 
 
 

AlienCEO is fully decentralized and
supported by its community of

enthusiasts. 
 

CORE VALUES  

We encourage open communication and
believe, trust, transparency, and community are

the pillars for longevity.
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In the cryptocurrency market, trust is
pivotal. We will therefore operate with full

transparency with our community and
keep them updated with on- going

project developments.
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We plan to make AlienCEO one of the
fastest growing and most loved

communities in the BSC space. In crypto,
we believe that only by being together

can we be strong as a community.
Community is the pillar that keeps us

going, and we strive to include everyone
from around the globe. We would have

multiple telegram channels dedicated to
our international communities.
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AlienCEO is here for the long haul. We
plan to burn tokens, reduce the supply

and provide excellent returns on
investment. We believe this will reward
long time investors who are holding our

token, thus showing our commitment for
the long run.
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KEEP IN TOUCH
CONTACT INFORMATION

TELEGRAM TWITTER
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